Hot electron injection driven phase transitions
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We report on a general mechanism for photo-induced phase transitions. The process relies on the photo-injection of hot electrons from an adjacent metallic layer to trigger the structural dynamics of the materials of interest. This mechanism is demonstrated for the semiconductor-to-metal phase transition of VO2 using a 20 nm Au injection layer. The nature of the phase transition is demonstrated by time-resolved optical transmission measurements, as well as a well defined bias dependence that illustrates that the Au film is the source of nonequilibrium electrons driving the phase transition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photo-induced ultrafast electronic excitations cause a variety of unconventional phenomena such as nonthermal melting,1 bond-hardening effects,2 vapor condensation,3 semiconductor-to-metal phase transitions (SMTs),4,5 and enhancement of superconductivity.6,7 The photo-induced phenomena associated with strongly correlated electron materials9,10 have generated intense interest due to the relatively large change in material properties that can be optically gated. This interest is driving the synthesis and characterization of new materials that exhibit complex behavior.

The SMT in transition-metal oxides is a canonical example of these strongly correlated systems. SMT occurs in thermal cycling11 i.e., the transition metal oxide is usually stable in the metallic phase at temperatures higher than a critical temperature \(T_c\). Frequently, the lattice and electronic structures are governed by Peierls lattice instabilities or Mott charge localization reducing charge migration and conferring semiconductor properties when the temperature is lowered or raised. Ultrafast optical excitation has been used to control the phase of these materials. The photo-excited electron-hole pairs drive the lattice modification and simultaneously induce a profound change in their electrical properties. This phenomenon has been extremely well characterized for vanadium dioxide (VO2), in large measure due to interest in this material as a nonlinear optical limiter.

Using this system, we demonstrate a new mechanism for inducing structural phase transitions that promises to be fully general, i.e., independent of material optical properties, by using a secondary source to photo-inject nonequilibrium electrons to alter the lattice potential. In this respect, we characterized the SMT in Au-coated VO2 with femtosecond pump-probe transmission experiments in which the Au layer serves as a photo-injector of hot electrons into the adjacent VO2 layer. In this series of experiments, the optical excitation pulses are absorbed almost entirely within the Au layer. The optical transmission into the VO2 layer is too small to optically induce the SMT directly in the underlying VO2 substrate; however, its ultrafast SMT was still observed. Through a number of control studies, the ultrafast induced phase transition was shown to be unique to the VO2/Au contact.

The key experiment was a bias dependence that demonstrated that the correlation of the optically induced phase transition was attributable to photo-induced nonequilibrium electrons originating in the Au layer as opposed to thermal transport. In this scenario, the phase transition arises from the hot electrons from the Au contact layer that serves as the photo-injector to create conditions of nonequilibrium electrons into the conduction band of the adjacent layer. The antibonding nature of these electronic states destabilizes the lattice potential that is unique to conditions of excess electron occupation in the conduction band states, which, above a critical density, leads to lattice instability and ensuing structural transition. This mechanism could be particularly important as a general optical trigger of critical phenomena to fully exploit the recent advances in ultrabright x-ray and electron sources for atomically resolved structural dynamics. This mechanism can be applied to a wide range of strongly correlated materials and is likely applicable in general as long as a metal contact can be made to the material of interest.

The first-order SMT in VO2 occurs at a \(T_c\) of about 340 K11 and has been discussed as the basis for potential applications ranging from photoactive filters to ultrafast optical switching.12 The SMT in VO2 is manifested by large changes in resistivity and dielectric functions4,13–15 that are accompanied by a simultaneous structural change16–19 from the low-temperature monoclinic insulating phase with band gap of \(\sim 0.7\) eV20 to the high-temperature rutile metallic phase. It is generally agreed that the SMT arises from a combination of Peierls and Mott mechanisms.21,22 With respect to the prospect of electron injection, it was reported that there is a charge-transfer effect between either TiO2 or VO2 and a Au interface,23 and the SMT switching effect for VO2 using this charge transfer approach occurs on the microsecond time...
It has also been observed that the SMT can be assisted by scattering due to the surface plasmon resonance in a nanocomposite comprising an array of Au nanoparticles or thin Au film (≈5 nm) covered by a thin film of VO₂. In these cases, where a very thin Au layer was used, the main driving force for the phase transition was the optical photons that passed through the thin Au layer and were absorbed directly into the VO₂ layer. For a thick Au layer (≈20 nm) on top of VO₂ as in the present case, this contribution is avoided by the high absorption of the thicker Au layer. This makes it possible to observe the effect of the injected hot electrons from the optically excited Au on the SMT phase transition of VO₂, without direct excitation of VO₂.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A polycrystalline 30 ± 1 nm thick VO₂ layer was grown on a sapphire window or ITO substrate by electron beam evaporation. Some of these samples were subsequently coated with Au films (20 ± 1 nm thickness) by thermal evaporation. VO₂/sapphire, Au/sapphire, Au/VO₂/sapphire, and Au/VO₂/ITO multilayer samples were characterized in conventional optical pump-probe experiments in transmission mode with a 1-kHz regenerative femtosecond laser system that provided excitation wavelengths at 800 nm (pulse duration: ≈40 fs) and probe wavelengths at 400 nm (pulse duration: ≈70 fs). The 800-nm optical pump beam was focused on the sample at an incident angle of 4° with respect to the surface normal, and the 400-nm probe pulse was focused on the excited spot at an incident angle of 30° from the surface normal. The transmission of the samples was detected using standard lock-in methods with a 500 Hz optical chopper. During the optical pump-probe experiments, a variable bias was introduced for the Au/VO₂/ITO multilayer sample (Fig. 1) as a control to determine if the effect arose from ballistic electron transport, as opposed to thermal transport effects that would not be bias dependent. The optical reflectivity, transmission and absorption in each sample were measured: the reflectivity and transmission from the each sample were VO₂/sapphire (28%/57%), Au/sapphire (78%/17%), Au/VO₂/sapphire (76%/18%), and Au/VO₂/ITO (75%/16%). Therefore, the absorption of the incident intensity of each sample can be calculated to be VO₂/sapphire (15%/0%), Au/sapphire (5%/0%), Au/VO₂/sapphire (4%/–5%/1%/–2%/0%), and Au/VO₂/ITO (4%/–5%/1%/–2%/3%), respectively. The complex refractive index of Au is 0.18–5.11 at a wavelength of 800 nm. This Au film was made by the thermal evaporation and the surface of the material is not perfectly flat; therefore, the real part of the refractive index of the Au layer would be 0.2–1. According to Snell’s law, the optical penetration depth in the Au film with an incident angle of 4° would be longer than the film thickness (20 nm).

The changes in transmission (ΔT/T) as a function of time for VO₂/sapphire, Au/sapphire, and Au/VO₂/sapphire are shown in Fig. 2(a). The typical photo-induced phase transition was observed in the time-resolved transmission for the VO₂/sapphire sample. The transmission of the VO₂/sapphire sample increased by about 10% with a time constant of ≈100 fs, consistent with previous reports.6 As shown in Fig. 2(b), the threshold of the absorbed laser fluence for the SMT of this sample was determined to be ≈1 mJ/cm² (incident fluence ≈7 mJ/cm²), which also agrees with previous reports.13,14,16–18 This excitation level is equivalent to 4 × 10¹⁵ photons/cm². The excited VO₂ volume (1 cm² × 30 nm) contains 9.4 × 10¹⁶ valence band electrons. Thus, the optically driven phase transition occurs when about 4% of valence-band electrons are excited to the conduction band. From the changes in transmission as a function of time delay for Au/sapphire, a fast increase (300 fs) and slow relaxation (5 ps) were observed. This change in transient transmission was attributed to hot electron excitation in the Au layer28,29 that reaches an elevated electronic temperature within 300 fs to slowly equilibrate with the Au lattice through electron-phonon relaxation processes. The thermalization process in Au is slower than in other metals due to the relatively small electron-phonon coupling constants for Au.

Above the absorbed laser fluence of ≈2 mJ/cm², the time-resolved transmission in Au/VO₂/sapphire showed the same contributions as that of the directly photo-induced SMT,

FIG. 1. (Color online) The structure of the Au/VO₂/ITO sample with pump-probe beam geometries and bias direction.
The reduction in the time-resolved transmission of Au/VO$_2$/sapphire in 300 fs results from excitation of the bulk plasmon in the Au layer. The broad oscillation around 10 ps is attributable to acoustic strain in the Au film. The corresponding phonon frequency for this mode can be calculated by the following equation:

$$f_n = \frac{nv}{2d},$$

where $v$ is the speed of sound and $d$ is the film thickness. The speed of sound in Au is 3240 m/s and the thickness of the Au film is 20 nm; therefore, the frequency of the acoustic oscillation is calculated to be 81 GHz (period: 12 ps). This value corresponds to the period of the oscillation in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c). It is important to note that, due to the attenuation of the optical excitation by the Au film, this level of excitation is more than four times less than that needed to observe the direct photo-induced SMT of VO$_2$.

In the key control experiment, a variable bias was applied to the Au/VO$_2$/ITO structure to affect the spatial distribution of both equilibrium and nonequilibrium electrons. Figure 2(c) shows the time-resolved transmission from the Au/VO$_2$/ITO multilayer samples with or without bias at an absorbed laser fluence of 3.2 mJ/cm$^2$. The appearance of the time-resolved transmission from Au/VO$_2$/ITO without bias is similar to that from Au/VO$_2$/sapphire. With increasing the bias, i.e., as the hot electrons generated in the Au layer were more confined to the Au half space, the contribution of the SMT in VO$_2$ to the time-resolved transmission was reduced. The phase transition in VO$_2$ was completely inhibited with a bias voltage of 5 V. Taking the derivative of the bias dependence, we observed a threshold effect at approximately 3 V, which is directly related to the electronic temperature of the hot electron distribution excited in the Au layer. A small drop at approximately 1.3–1.5 V is also observed in the figure, which corresponds to the band gap of the VO$_2$ (0.7 eV). This point is indicated in Fig. 3 and can be seen by eye as a small minimum in the bias dependence.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

It could be argued that the phase transition is driven by thermally driven stresses, corresponding to an increase in pressure in the phase diagram. This mechanism would develop at the speed of sound. Not taking into account the acoustic propagation across the Au layer, the speed of sound in VO$_2$ is $\sim$4000 m/s, such that an acoustic stress wave would require about 10 ps to propagate across the VO$_2$ layer using Eq. (1). Further, the relaxation of the hot electrons into this very acoustic mode takes place on a 5-ps time scale as directly determined above. This mechanism is too slow to explain the fast component (2 ps) observed in the SMT response. The slow SMT component observed in Au/VO$_2$ samples, however, is fully consistent with a thermal contribution to the signal. The hot electrons generated within the Au layer relax into lattice phonons to increase the effective lattice temperature. Similarly, any hot electrons injected into the VO$_2$ will subsequently relax into lattice phonons in the VO$_2$ half space. The thermal profile across this interface will depend on the fraction of hot electrons transferred to the VO$_2$. This difference in lattice temperature provides the fraction of hot electrons transferred to the VO$_2$. The associated difference in lattice temperature reflects the gradient for thermal diffusion from the Au into the VO$_2$ layer. Based on the thermal diffusivity of Au, the observed time...
scale of the slow component is consistent with a thermal diffusion contribution from the Au to the VO$_2$ layer. This clear separation in time scales enables a determination of the purely electronic and thermal or nuclear rms motions on the lattice dynamics that is not readily separable from observation of direct photo-induced effects.

It is interesting to note that the hot-electron-induced phase transition is significantly slower than the direct photo-excitation process, which is well reproduced in the VO$_2$/sapphire control experiment. The excitation pulses produce a significant number of hot electrons in the Au layer, which are subsequently transported into the underlying VO$_2$ to induce the SMT. The energy of the hot electrons capable of inducing the SMT in VO$_2$ can be inferred from the time-resolved transmission measurements with varying bias voltages. As mentioned above, there appears to be a small drop at the bias of about 1.3–1.5 V, which is related to the band gap of VO$_2$ in the semiconductor phase (0.7 eV). The hot electron distribution in the VO$_2$ layer will be attenuated by the applied bias. However, when the potential barrier is not higher than the energy of the hot electrons, these nonequilibrium electrons will freely propagate into the VO$_2$ layer, based on the known band junctions as shown in Fig. 4. To quantify this effect, the normalized phase transition in VO$_2$ shows an inflection point at 2 V and a half maximum value at approximately 3 V.

To illustrate the effect of the bias on the electron distribution, Fig. 4 shows the electron band diagram with and without bias. Since the Au and VO$_2$ interface makes an ohmic contact, the bias voltage increases uniformly in VO$_2$. The hot electrons generated within the Au layer will experience transport conditions under the influence of the initial excess spatial distribution within the Au layer and the triangle potential produced by the bias within the VO$_2$ region. We can use the observed bias dependence to estimate the number of injected electrons needed to induce the phase transition. The energy of the hot electrons is assumed to be half the bias voltage (≈1.5 eV) where appreciable attenuation of the SMT is observed. This phase transition process would be governed by ballistic electron transport. Nevertheless, the temperature of the hot electrons ($T_e$) produced in the Au layer can be roughly estimated from the absorbed laser fluence ($P$) and electron heat capacity ($C_e = 67.6$ J K$^{-2}$m$^{-3}$) as

$$ P = \int_0^{T_e} C_e t \ dt = \frac{1}{2} C_e (T_e^2 - T_0^2), \tag{2} $$

where $T_0$ is room temperature (293 K). The hot electrons generated in the Au layer would be transported ballistically through the 20-nm layer within 100 fs. According to Eq. (2), the temperature of the hot electrons at the threshold absorbed laser fluence of 2 mJ/cm$^2$ would be 5500 K (0.5 eV). The density of the hot electrons with the energy of 1.5 eV or greater in the excited Au film is $4.7 \times 10^{15}$ electrons/cm$^2$ (4% of the valence band electrons in the Au layer) derived from the Fermi-Dirac distribution. This number of excited, nonequilibrium electrons corresponds to the case of the photo-induced SMT in VO$_2$. Considering the fact that the penetration depth of the 1.5 eV electrons in VO$_2$ is a few nanometers, the hot electrons generated in the Au layer and injected into the VO$_2$ layer would induce the SMT in VO$_2$ through the direct injection and primary scattering processes to give a nonequilibrium distribution within the VO$_2$. This change in electron distribution is sufficient to change the lattice stability point to favor the metallic phase.

Finally, it is interesting to speculate on the coupled dynamics between the Au and VO$_2$ layers during the phase transition. There are two equivalent interpretations for the production of nonequilibrium electrons within the VO$_2$ that lead to this SMT phenomenon. One scenario is that the excited electrons generated in the upper Au layer undergo ballistic transport to the VO$_2$ layer. The speed of the ballistic electron is around $10^6$ m/s, and they would pass through Au (20 nm thickness) and VO$_2$ (30 nm thickness) layers in around 100 fs. These energetic electrons contribute both nonthermally and thermally through subsequent relaxation processes to the triggered phase transition in VO$_2$ in a few picoseconds, with the nonthermal contribution dominating on this time scale.

The other scenario is that nonequilibrium electrons undergo transport through the contact between the Au and VO$_2$. The contact between Au and VO$_2$ (semiconductor phase) is Ohmic. The exact scenario for nonequilibrium transport between Au and VO$_2$ does not change the picture for the driving force for the observed SMT. The optical pulse generated hot electrons in the Au layer whose energy distribution is sufficiently below the work function of Au not to escape to the vacuum, but was nevertheless sufficiently high for the electron to tunnel into the conduction band of VO$_2$ [Fig. 5(a)]. Through the direct injection (non-thermal effect) and primary scattering (thermal effect), the injected hot electrons will transfer the energy to the cold VO$_2$ lattice, which could trigger the SMT in 2 ps [Fig. 5(b)]. Accompanying the SMT is the evolution of an overlap between the conduction and valence bands. The VO$_2$ phase transition to the metallic phase involves band-
gap collapse [Fig. 5(c)]. Subsequently, the doped electrons can recombine with the holes at the interface of the Au and metallic VO$_2$ to trap the system in this metastable phase. It will be interesting to extend the time base to observe the full recovery of the system back to the semiconducting phase. There is apparently a barrier to subsequent relaxation that traps the system for time scales in excess of the 1-ns dynamic range of the present experiment. It should also be noted that, with full thermal equilibrium between the Au and VO$_2$ half spaces, the lattice temperature is above the phase transition temperature of VO$_2$ such that the subsequent relaxation back to the semiconducting phase will be dictated by thermal cooling of the structure.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, the ultrafast SMT in Au/VO$_2$ was investigated in conventional optical pump-probe experiments with the assistance of an applied bias to separate nonthermal electronic and thermal effects. Hot electrons generated in the upper Au layer with 800-nm optical pulses penetrate into the underlying VO$_2$ layer. The hot electrons couple with the cold lattice in VO$_2$ immediately upon ballistic transport across the interface and trigger the SMT in VO$_2$ on the timescale of 2 ps. This result suggests that hot electrons have the potential to induce structural changes in a number of materials that undergo SMT. As a further application, it is interesting to note that, with thermal- or voltage-assisted hot electron excitation, it is possible to achieve ultrafast phase transitions in transparent materials that cannot be excited by optical pulses. This new trigger for inducing structural transitions will extend the number of systems available for atomically resolved dynamics in coming to an atomic level understanding of structural dynamics and connection to electron correlation effects in the ensuing lattice dynamics.$^{13}$
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